Starter Set of Pepper Cards
Grades 3-8
Purpose: To give students an opportunity to review material, teach and clearly explain ideas, use critical
vocabulary, improve higher order thinking, become familiar with key graphics and types of problems,
anticipate errors, and learn to study, and work with others.
Prepare: Use a sheet of paper with room for a graphic on top and two columns. Use one column for a
question and another column for an answer. The graphic can be taken from old tests, Google images, text
books, or can be hand-drawn. Answers should be student friendly but also clear and accurate showing all
steps etc.
The Questions should strive to do some of the following:
1. Emphasize a mix of thinking levels: remember, understand, apply, create, evaluate, analyze…
2. Include academic nouns and verbs: explain, identify, indicate, evaluate, interpret, claim, evidence,
critique, justify, prove, reason, compare, contrast discuss, define, create…
3. Ask students about a graphic or piece of text
4. Ask students to think of a common error or analyze an error or evaluate a response
5. Include multiple parts (often an easier part then a more difficult part)
6. Make students: generalize, work backwards; ask “What if?”; explain a pattern; explain why; explain
more than one way; give examples, cite evidence, use and explain vocabulary…
7. If the question uses an already formed test question from a state test, then pose a different question
that goes beyond the given question (Why is answer choice C definitely wrong? What choices can
you easily eliminate? Why is D tempting? Explain how you know…)
8. Make questions easy to read, not too long, not too open ended (hard to list all the possible solutions)
9. Include answer in a form that matches your expectations (turn the question around, cite, etc.)
Sample starter template questions for a Pepper Card
1. What is important to notice about this graphic? What do you know? What will they likely ask (or what
was the question?)
2. What are 3-5 critical vocabulary related to this situation/question/graphic?
3. What does ____________ mean? Explain it in a way another would understand.
4. How would you go about answering this question?
5. How do you know this answer is wrong? What is a common mistake?
6. What if…
Explain to Students:
“There has been a lot of research on practice and on studying. We know there is ineffective practice and
studying and more effective practice/studying. If you were going to practice or study something, what do
you think is most important to do? Write 3 or more lines.”
Draw out/Talk to students about these four:
1. frequent practice (you can’t get good unless you practice a lot
2. spaced practice (5 minutes per day is better than 35 minutes once a week)
3. Mixed practice (making practice harder, varying the kinds of problems/tasks is better)
4. Feedback (practicing badly is the kiss of death, you only get bad habits. You need feedback)
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Sometimes I talk about why kids get so good, so quickly at video games. Essentially they are perfect
practice 1. Kids play them all the time for hours! 2. Kids play them spaced out over time, a little or a lot
every day. 3. They get harder as you progress, more zombies come, they are harder to kill 4. You get
immediate feedback… if you make an error, you die. Sometimes an expert gives you a hint, sometimes you
can watch someone and see how to improve.
To improve in school, you need the same kind of practice. Just looking at your notes doesn’t help! You
need to force yourself to “effort-fully retrieve the information.” This process helps your brain make
connections and the next time it is easier to retrieve the information.
Today, I’m going to show you how to use Pepper Cards. The name comes from a baseball drill called
Pepper where both batter and pitcher improve skills dramatically through repeated, mixed, spaced practice
with feedback. (see demo of baseball pepper) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDFG6CWH_gE)
What does is look like in an academic classroom?
For math pepper teacher/class
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2lqU2ESp9Q
Here is Cold Calling/Pepper in ELA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PY4l9J7V0QQ
Today we are going to use (and later make) Pepper Cards.
Pepper cards are a way of organizing key information onto a simple two column flash card and then using
them to study/practice. In this activity, you will work by yourself or with a partner to practice reviewing key
information.
Pepper cards will help you to: practice and remember key ideas by practicing over time, explain your ideas
better, get familiar with key graphics and problems, learn how to study, avoid errors, work on vocabulary,
and learn to work with others. Pepper Cards are like advanced flash cards. There is a graphic on the top and
several questions and answers in 2 columns on the bottom. Pepper Cards work like this:
(model this part with a student)
When you get the card you can review it first or if you are brave just start without warming up. You
each have a card. One person will be the pepper-er and one person will be the pepper-ee. The
pepper-ee needs to cover or fold the card so the answers are not showing. Then the pepper-er begins
quizzing the pepper-ee. If the person doesn’t know an answer, give a hint and then teach them.
When you finish, switch roles or try another card.
That night, you should review your card and prepare for a baby quiz which will be part of the pepper
card with no answers (or maybe even missing questions). So practice five minutes!
If you are off topic or not practicing well with your partner, you will not have the opportunity to
practice with a partner and will have to practice alone.
After 5-10 minutes I sometimes ask which partners think they can make it through a card without
stumbling. If they can success they might get some recognition. Or I ask who can take the teacher
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challenge. Pepper the willing student(s) with a variety of questions in different order and maybe even
questions not on the card but are related.
After:
Have students keep a collection of cards (label them A,B,C) and use them week to week, month to month to
review key concepts. Next, teach students how to make a card. Use the following focus correction areas as
your rubric: (students are given a graphic or can make their own)
1. 5-7 questions which go from introductory level to more challenging (begin with orienting question) (2 pts.)
2. Use 5-7 academic and/or content vocabulary (2 pts)
3. Answers are clear (show steps), easy to read (not too many words), and accurate (with units) (4 pts.)
Another possibility:
4. Questions focus both on procedures and concepts (answers should be able to computed mentally or if not, ask:
“how would you solve…” (4 pts.)

Differentiated Strategies:
1. Show the cards to the students who might struggle before hand. Let them practice the answers so they feel
more confident.
2. Make some of the questions bonus.
3. Consider playing with two different sets of cards that are color-coded by difficulty (green easier, blue
harder). Tell students to decide which level of challenge they are up for. They can move up or down based
on how confident they are feeling.
4. Students can play in groups of 3 to get support from a partner.
5. Students can partner with teacher or aid.
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What is this showing?

A diagram or model of the water
cycle.

Why is it called a
cycle?

Because the water moves in a circular
pattern starting in the ocean and
returning to the ocean.

What is happening at
the arrow indicated
with a #1? Explain.

This is evaporation. Water is being
heated by sun and changing from
liquid to a gas called water vapor. It
rises into the atmosphere.

What happens in #2?

Condensation. As the water vapor
cools it changes into water droplets or
ice crystals sometimes forming clouds.
#3. Rain, freezing rain, sleet, hail,
snow…

Where is the
precipitation? What
form can it take?
What is Step 4?

This is called surface run-off.
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What questions will
likely be asked?
What are 2 functions
of the roots?

Describe the function of each part
(#1,2,3,4) of the plant.
Absorbing water and nutrients.
Anchoring and supporting plant.
Storing food and nutrients.
(Reproduction and competition with
other plants.)
Which part of the plant The leaves (#2)
makes food by
capturing the sun’s
energy?
What is the function of Reproduction through pollination!
the flowering part?
What is the function of The stem keeps the leaves in the light
the stem?
and provide a place for the plant to
kee its flowers and fruits. It transports
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fluids between the roots and the shoots
in the xylem and phloem.
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What is this showing?
(Hing: use the words model, path,
orbit, revolve)

This is a simple model of the
earth’s path or orbit around the
sun. The earth revolves around the
sun.

Identify 5-7 related vocabulary
words.

Model, orbit, revolve, rotate, axis,
year, seasons, night, day, scale,
planet, solar system, earth, sun,
moon, elliptical…
The path is more elliptical than
circular. It is not to scale. Sun is
much, much larger than earth (and
further away than the model
suggests.
It takes 365.25 days. This is called
1 earth year.

This is a model. Describe 2 things
that are inaccurate.

How long does the earth take to
orbit the sun? Explain.

While the earth is revolving around The earth is rotating (spinning) on
the sun, the earth is ________ on
its axis. It makes one rotation
its axis. How long does this take? every 24 hours.
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What is this showing?

A circuit diagram

What are 5-7 vocabulary
words that are related?

Energy source (battery), bulb, path,
flow, current, electrons, positive,
negative, terminal, conductor, insulator,
complete, incomplete…

Johnny thinks the bulb on the Material 4 is an insulator. It will not
right is not lit because it’s
allow electricity to flow through.
broken. What’s another
possible reason?
What are some materials that Rubber, plastic, glass, wood, ceramics
are good insulators?
What are some good
conductors?

Metals like: copper, gold, silver, steel…
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What is this diagram called?

It is a food web.

What does is show?

It shows how the energy flows through the
ecosystem.

What are 5 vocabulary words related
to this diagram?

Consumer, producer, decomposer, predator,
prey, population, competition

What relationship exists between the
snake and the rabbit? Explain.

Predator/prey relationship (predation). The
snake (predator) hunts the rabbit (prey).

Name two organisms that are in
competition? Explain.

The bird and the shrew are in competition
for the grasshopper.

Explain a possible effect if
grasshoppers disappeared from the
ecosystem? Explain. (use the word
population in your answer)

The populations of bird and shrew might
decrease as well as populations of hawk and
snake. The populations of grass and shrubs
might increase.

What is a common mistake with the
arrows?

People think they are pointing at what each
organism “eats.”
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What are 5 science words
related to this image?
What are the arrows
showing?
Name 2 decomposers and
explain their role.
What is the relationship
between hawk and shrew?
Where would humans be in
this web?
What major source of
energy is not shown.
Explain.

Food web, organism, ecosystem,
energy, producer, consumer,
decomposer
Where the energy goes in the
ecosystem
Fungi and bacteria
They break down dead or
decaying materials into the soil.
The hawk is the predator
The shrew is the prey
Likely near the top, preying on
deer, squirrels, and rabbits. Also
getting energy from plants like
the tree or shrubs
The sun. It provides energy for
the plants to make food.
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What is this diagram
showing?
What is one purpose of
enzymes?
At what pH is maximum
activity? Explain.
Describe activity levels as
pH goes from 5.0 to 5.8
What % of enzyme activity
level occurs when the pH is
at 9.0? Explain.
How might enzymes be
affected by changes in the
pH?

Percent of maximum enzyme
activity at different pHs
They help speed up chemical
reactions like digestion (breaking
down proteins and lipids)
pH of 6.6 (find the intersection
of the maximum activity and pH
level.)
Activity is rising
10% Find the spot on the x axis
(independent variable) and look
for the % on y axis (dependent)
As the solution becomes more
acidic, enzyme activity is
inhibited.
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What is this diagram showing? A crate being pulled along the floor
by two ropes and a frictional force
opposing the motion of the crate.
What does N stand for?
N stands for Newtons. It is the SI
(international system) unit of force.
What is the question asking?
What does net force mean?
How would you find the
magnitude of the net force?
What is the magnitude of the
net force?

The magnitude of the net force
acting on the crate?
Net force is the sum of all the forces
acting on the crate
To find the net force add 500N +
900N then subtract 600N (or add –
600N)
Magnitude of net force = 800N
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What is this diagram showing? A Erlenmeyer flash and a cube of
sodium chloride beginning to
dissolve
What is the chemical formula
NaCl
for sodium chloride?
What is the common name for Salt
NaCl
Is NaCl a compound? Why or Yes, because it is formed by two
why not?
elements Na (sodium) and Cl
(chlorine)
Would cooling the water make No because cooling it would not add
the sodium chloride dissolve
energy to the water molecules.
faster? Why or why not?
Kinetic theory says adding heat
makes molecules move faster and
increase collisions.
Other than heating the water,
Swirl the flask because you are
what is a simple way to make
making molecules move and collide.
the NaCl dissolve faster?
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